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Abstract

Folding 2-dimensional sheets into static and dynamic 3-dimensional structures has the potential
to improve rate, cost, and flexibility in manufacturing. In order to explore origami-inspired
design, a better understanding of the mechanics of the fold is needed. This is to create better
mathematical models and design for particular stiffness and fatigue specifications. The purpose
of this study is to create a desktop machine that enables the measurement of the torsional
stiffness of folded hinges over a wide angular range and a large number of cycles. This machine
was then used to test 100 and 140 lb papers with 4 and 14 scores for the crease. Each paper was
tested for 10 cycles and stiffness calculated. It was shown that 1401b papers have higher reaction
forces than the 1 001b papers. Stiffness measurements were inconclusive due to possible bending
in addition to the hinging. For the 200 cycle around a 2 g decrease can be seen from I cycle to
200 cycles.

Thesis Supervisor: A. John Hart
Tile: Associate Professor of Mechanical Engineering
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Origami is a well-known art form where a flat sheet of paper is folded into a complex 3-

dimensional structure. These structures themselves represent a unique way of creating 3-d

objects that can be static or involve motion. For example an origami flower statically maintains

its shape, however an origami crane can be folded to flap its wings when pulled. Engineering has

recently turned towards origami as inspiration for manufacturing and assembly.

The idea of folding 2-dimensional sheets into 3-dimensional structures is an attractive

idea for manufacturing. Traditional engineering methods require multiple manufacturing and

assembly processes, while has advantages for rate, cost, and flexibility. This idea can be explored

across scales and materials.

Origami is can achieve a series of basic folds that when combined, can create interesting

properties in terms of movement and stiffness (Table 1-1). For example the Miura-ori pattern

combines pleat folds with the inside reverse fold to create repeatedly folded parallelograms. This

structure is shown in Figure 1-1. The Miura-ori structure is interesting in that it exhibits a

negative Poisson's ratio and the ability to change its stiffness via fold defects [3]. A similar fold

is the Miura fold, which uses the pleat fold in two directions. It has been used to create a paper

based lithium-ion battery that increases the energy density by 14 [1].
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Table 1-1: A brief sample of the basic types of folds

Basic Fold Name Diagram

Valley fold

Mountain fold

Pleat fold

Inside reverse fold

Figure 1-1: The Miura-ori fold pattern shown (a) mostly closed and (b) mostly open and the
Miura fold shown (c) mostly closed and (d) mostly open
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At the nano-scale, DNA-origami is being explored to create complex nanostructure in

hopes of creating self-assembling nanomachinery [6]. Origami folding has been used to generate

folded printed circuit boards (PCBs); for example a single PCB folded one way may look and

function as a computer mouse while folded another way may function as a game controller [9].

Papers and polymers are folded in every-day objects like accordion folders and paper bags.

Similarly, origami has inspired robotics; recently it was shown that the pattern for a four-legged

robot can be cut in 2D and then self-folds into its 3D structure. This could be a critical advance

for extreme environments, like outer space, where packaging space and material is limited [2].

In order to create materials and structures with origami folding methods a better

understanding of the fold is needed. This includes the methods for creating the fold in various

materials as well as the folding mechanics on the creased structure. Knowing the mechanics of

the fold gives insight on how folds react to loads and how they fatigue over time, which is

important for designing folds to certain specifications. The goal of the thesis is to create a

desktop machine to enable understanding of how geometry and the material of the fold affects its

dynamic behavior. This thesis presents the design and operations of the machine by using a

variety of pre-creased materials which tested the stiffness of paper hinges as well as its behavior

over a number of cycles.
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Chapter 2

Mechanics of Paper Creases and Hinges

Folding refers to the action of applying a force to a thin material such as paper, in order

to create the localized strain to form a crease. A fold also sometimes refers to a general bent

structure containing creases. A crease is when the fold causes an area of permanent deformation

which leads to a reduced localized stiffness. This adds a rotational degree of freedom along the

axis of the crease. Mechanical properties of certain materials, like papers and polymers, give it

the ability to retain the fold creating hinge-like behavior [5]. A hinge consists of a crease

surrounded by two panels allowing for one panel to move rotationally with respect to the other.

Kinematically, this origami-hinge is often modeled as two rigid, non-deformable panels

with the crease at the intersection of the panels. The crease then acts as an elastic hinge like a

torsional spring. It has been shown that in this origami-hinge the moment is proportional to the

stiffness constant k multiplied by the angular displacement from neutral as in equation 1 [4].

M = k -JO (1)

However origami-hinges also exhibit bending at the panels. These panels can then be

modeled as fixed-free beams according to beam theory. These panels then have applied force

proportional to stiffness B multiplied by displacement as in equation 2.

F = B -Ax (2)

For more compliant materials of geometries with small thicknesses compared to their

size, large beam theory would have to be considered. Both the rigid panel model and the

compliant panel model can then be combined like in Figure 2-1 to create a total kinematic model

using, for example, a homogeneous transformation matrix. However, combining both models in

this way has not shown to be necessary.
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(a) (b) F

Ff

Figure 2-1: (a) Initial position of creased fold with clamped at one end with rest angle 00 and

force F. Rest angle is defined as the angle of the fold once enough time has passed to have it reach

a quasistatic state [4] (b) Displaced fold exhibiting both rotation like a hinge with final angle Of
and panel bending.

The geometry and material properties of the hinge determine whether hinge-behavior or

bending will dominate. The characteristic length scale L* is defined as the ratio of the hinge and

bending stiffnesses, B / k which scales with paper thickness [4]. For the pleat fold in Figure 2-2

with a linear panel size 1, it has been shown that if I< L * then the structure under a load with

displace mostly due to the opening of the fold and the panels can be considered rigid. If 1> L*

then the displacement is mostly due to bending and the initial angle remains constant [4].

F -- 0

Figure 2-2: Pleated fold in Lechenault experiment. Initial angle is 00 and linear panel size /. A
small tension load F causes structure to elongate.

The combination of hinge-behavior and bending can lead to new folded states in origami

structures. In the square twist fold shown in Figure 2-3 has no degrees of freedom based on the

crease pattern. However by both torsion along the crease and bending along the panels a folded

state can be achieved [7].

Figure 2-3: Figure lb of Silverberg. Square twist fold configuration.
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Chapter 3

Machine for Testing Hinge Mechanics

3.1 Design of Machine

The major goal of this thesis project was to design and build a machine to understand how

geometry and the material of the fold affects its dynamic behavior. The device will measure

stiffness and durability under cyclic loads over time. Table 3-1 below shows the functional

requirements for the machine.

Table 3-1: Functional Requirements to guide design by

Functional Requirements Measurement
Measure angular position 1 degree resolution over 180 degrees
Measure load ~ 0.001 gram to ~100 gram
Track fatigue over time 10,000 cycles
Test multiple materials (paper to thin metal) 0 - 1 mm thickness
Vary rate of bending 0 to 60 RPM
Vary constraint position (sample length) 2.5" - 5"

To maintain a constant input while maintaining a folding-unfolding motion a 4-bar

mechanism (crank-rocker) was chosen. The crank is actuated by a stepper motor to ensure

precise angular movement. In addition, a stepper motor allows for varying angular speed which

allows flexibility in the testing. To study stiffness a miniature LSB200 IOOg Futek load cell is

used to measure load over time. The angle of the rocker is found by video analysis. A digital

microscope is used to optically track fatigue in the fold over time. Figure 3-1 shows the

schematic of the designed set-up. The sample is clamped rigidly by a spring loaded gripper

between a plate and a half-cylinder to ensure a line contact as to not overconstrain the connection

The sample is also bolted to the load cell.

18



Motin cotrolCameration control .Angle, fatigue data - a
- ------------- C --- ------------

Load data

Stepper
motor

Origami-hinge Load cell

| --.. .ripper

Source

U Rotational stage

Figure 3-1: Schematic of 4-bar paper bending machine. The computer sends variable velocity
signal to the stepper motor via a motor controller. The crank rotates continuously in one direction
for a number of cycles while the rocker moves at a constant velocity bending the hinge back and
forth. The load cell collects force data while the camera tracks video frames. The rotational stage

allows for variable bending range of motion.
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Figure 3-2: (a) Overall machine set-up. (b) 4-bar mechanism with paper loaded in at neutral
position. Paper is attached at one end to the load cell and at the other to the gripper. Black dot is

for optical tracking. (c) 4-bar mechanism at initial experiment position
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3.2 Analysis of Crank-rocker Mechanism

The 4-bar mechanism used in the machine is a specific type of linkage. Linkages are one

of the most fundamental types of machines which translate one type of motion to another [8].

Each linkage in the mechanism is constrained by the adjoining links. Two points are grounded

and only allowed to rotate perpendicular to the plane. This means the entire system only retains

one degree of freedom. The type of mechanism employed is the crank-rocker linkage where the

crank is the input. A crank is defined as having motion in the full 360 degrees while the rocker is

defined as having motion between 0 and 180 degrees. The lengths of the 4 linkages are

constrained by the Grashof criteria: the sum of the shortest (S) and the longest (L) links must be

less than the sum of the remaining (Q, P) in order for there to be continuous motion [8].

.P-- ----- ----- -.

Figure 3-3: Schematic of crank-rocker mechanism. S+L<Q+P. S is the crank and P is the rocker.

Y + r3 B
A

A .. . .. . .. 03 r4

r2 02 01 04

02 r, 04

Figure 3-4: Geometry of the crank-rocker mechanism with linkages written as vectors

To measure constant load without acceleration effects, the rocker needs to move at a

constant angular velocity. Due to complex trigonometry, constant angular velocity in the crank

does not correlate with constant velocity of the rocker. Therefore a variable velocity needs to be

inputted by the crank.

From Figure 3-4 a closed loop vector relationship can be written [10].

r, + r2 + r3 - r4 =0 (3)
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Then these vectors can be replaced with the corresponding complex numbers in polar

form. The first time derivative is taken and the equation is transformed back to rectangular form,

separating out the real and imaginary parts. Here co = .

r2 (02 COS02 + r3 03 COS03 - r4 (04 COS04 = 0

r2 (02 sinO2 + r3 a) sinO3 - r4 (04 sin6 4 = 0 (4)

Solving for the rocker velocity 04 given a crank velocity O 2 gives:

4 r2sin(62- 63) (2 (5)
r4 sin(04- 63)

This system was then modeled via a Solidworks motion analysis according to the

geometries in Figure 3-4. Given a constant crank rotation, a trend of angular displacement and

velocity over time of the rocker was found. The results are summarized in Figure 3-5. In order to

maintain a constant rocker velocity the first half of the cycle (assuming initial position is with 02

= 180 degrees) the crank can be at a constant angular velocity. Then between about 0 and 40

degrees the crank must slow down. Then for the rest of the cycle it has to pick up speed.

Using this data the stepper motor was programmed to vary its speed and thus vary the

speed of the crank.
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Angular Displacement of Rocker at
Constant Crank Velocity
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Displacement
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Figure 3-5: (a) Angular displacement vs time of rocker at constant crank velocity (2.09 rad/s). (b)
Angular velocity vs time of rocker at constant crank velocity.
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Chapter 4

Results and Discussion

4.1 Experimental Design

A simple series of creases was measured to ensure the machine was able to run tests and

collect data. The tests are summarized in Table 4-1. The geometry of the papers is shown in

figure 4-1. Once scored with the laser, each paper was folded completely in both directions and

then mounted in the machine. Once side was constrained by the gripper and the free length of 1"

was attached to the load cell. The machine is then set to initial position of 02= 180 degrees and

rotational stage set perpendicular to the x-axis as seen in Figure 3-2b.

Table 4-1: Each paper was laser cut to the dimensions in Figure 3-1. The crease was scored with
15% laser power and then folded fully in both directions before mounted in the machine.

Sample Paper Type [lbi Number of scores Number of Cycles
1 100 4 10
2 140 4 10
3 100 14 10
4 140 14 10
5 100 4 200

2 3.85"
I 1857'

I" Score marks

Figure 4-1: Geometry of fold

The data from the load cell and for angle is shown in Figure 4-2. The results show that

the thicker papers have a higher reaction force than the thinner papers. It is seen that the rocker

moves from about -80 degrees to 70 degrees from neutral, where neutral is defined as the

equilibrium point. For these samples neutral is a straight, unfolded paper. -80 to 70 degrees

corresponds to a 04 = 170 to 20 degrees.
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Load over 10 cycles
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Figure 4-2: (a) Load data over 10 cycles. Data is normalized so that initial force is zero so that all
samples can be compared. (b) Load data for 1 cycle. (c) Displacement of fold for one rotation of

crank.

Torsional stiffness was calculated from the load and angle. Given a distance of .01 8m

from the crease to the load cell, a reaction moment is calculated. Then, according to equation 1,

torsional stiffness k was calculated. Stiffness is plotted vs angle in Figure 4-3. It is expected that
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the value for k is linear [4]. At the high angle displacement the stiffness is linear. However a

spike is seen at 0 angle. More experiments would be needed to find the cause.

Sarr Ile 1 (100 lb, 4 scores)

0.08

0.06

0.04

0.02 *

100 -50 0 50
Angle from neutral [deg]

, ,

-a

E

100 -100

Sampl3e 3 (100 lb, 14 scores)

0.25

0.2

0.15

0.1

0.05

50
Angle from

0 50
neutral [deg]

E

100 -100

SampI

0.06*

0.04
00*

2 (140 lb, 4 scores)

0oD20)

-50 0 50 100
Angle from neutral [deg]

SampIg 4 (140 lb, 14 scores)

0.1

0.08

0.06

0.04

0.02 S

-50 0 50
Angle from neutral [deg]

100

Figure 4-3: Stiffness vs angle for samples 1-4.

Figure 4-4: Still frames of machine over .8 seconds. As seen from 5.167 seconds to 5.645 seconds
the crease moves subtly to the left in the photos showing that the panels are bending. Also in the

short time from 5.645 to 5.694 the fold "snaps" from one acute angle to another showing that
some bending energy is being stored.
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The spike could be due to the fold's tendency to bend. The sample is clamped only at the

end of the panel and the hinge is free to bend. Ideally the hinge should move without bending in

which case k is purely linear. However if there is bending, as 04 moves from 180 towards 90 the

load cell becomes perpendicular and bending reaction force could be measured along with the

reaction moment.

For the 200 cycle test some decrease in maximum and minimum force is seen. From

cycle 1 to 200 around a 2 g decrease can be seen from Figure 4-4. Longer tests could be run to

find a cyclic limit for the hinge to see where the crease completely breaks.

(a) Sample 5

25

20

B 15

5

0

0 100 200 300 400 500 600

Time [sec]

(b) 21
19

17

15

-E 13

o 11

9

7

5

3

S

S~.

Sample 5

S. /, *

'C~ 0Vk

700

1 cycle

10 cycles

100 cycles

200 cycles

Figure 4-5: (a) Fatigue test over 200 cycles. (b) From the overlapped graph about a 2 g load
decrease is seen from cycle 1 to cycle 200
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Chapter 5

Conclusion and Future Work

This thesis presented a desktop mechanism for measuring paper hinges. A prototype was

constructed and enables the measurement of hinge stiffness and fatigue over a number of cycles.

It was seen that for 1401b papers was higher that range of reaction force that the 1 001b paper.

Stiffness measurements were inconclusive due to possible bending. A reinforced hinge would

have to be used to remove the bending near the crease. For the 200 cycle around a 2 g decrease

can be seen from I cycle to 200 cycles.

A few changes can be made to the machine to streamline the data collection process. An

optical encoder should be used in place of video analysis to gather higher resolution angle data in

real time.

Tick marks should be marked on the surface to show accurately the movement on the

rotary stage. This will make the set-up of initial conditions easier. Currently the tick markings

are underneath and hidden from view.

In addition this machine has a lot of variability in experimental set-up: fold rate, range of

motion of fold, time of test, and sample geometry. Future tests varying these parameters as well

as the creation of the folded hinge itself would gain more insight into folding mechanics.
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